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Don´t   you 
have nothing  

more interesting 
to   do?







Today, everything is very fast.



Waiting hurts.



Intermittence.



Disposable.



Urgency.



The world  
has changed.
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Our target 

“smells” an ad 

miles away



And trys to avoid it 

at all costs. 



Why?



Because he has much more  

interesting things to do.



Advertising isn´t 
competing  with 
the real world



The world is a place 

infinitely interesting.





And that reality 
makes advertisng 

seems very 
uninteresting.



People   
don’t  have time   
for advertising.



Each individual  

is too busy  

thinking of himself.



Too concerned  

with what is has to do  

and in what he wants 

to “waste time”  

with advertising.



Too busy         
to seek and 

create fun and 
good 

experiencies, 
picking and 

choosing the 
best content 

for their lives.



It   has  
more  to   do, 
than time  

to   deliver  it.



The selection criteria are 

increasingly “tight”



Constantly 

searching for things 

where to spend  

his money. 

- Paris Hilton -



Frantically  

searching for things 

where to use their time. 



Time 
has became 
our precious 

thing.











Don´t   you 
have nothing  

more interesting 
to   do?



What’s the 
big deal?



Create  ideas  
with  witch  people  

wants  to  spend  time.



Why?



The better the idea, 
the longer the time 
people will  devote.



That´s where 
storytelling enters.



So, how to  define 
the power  

of a brand  story?





To answer that, 
brands needs 

to aks  
5 questions:



#1. Does my story 
have human emotion?



#2. Does my story 
reveals a brand  truth ? 



#3. Does my story 
has a great  insight?



#4. Does my story makes 
people relate  to  it?



#5. Does my story 
stirs  people?



Marketing 
is not a battle 

of products



Marketing 
is a battle of 
perceptions



Create  stories  
with  witch  people  

wants  to  spend  time.



The Conventional Approach

1st. The company develops a new product / service. 

2nd. Research the market and ensures a significant advantage. 

3rd. Hire an advertising agency for a campaign. 

4th. With time and a lot of media pressure, 

 it makes the product a powerful brand.

The marketing of many products and services 
follows a strategy of four steps:



In theory: nothing wrong. 

But in practice there is a weakest link:  

win the battle of the mind. 

In a word: engagement.

These four steps represented 

icons from the annals of business history.





Human 
Involvement















There is nothing 
more memorable 
that a good story.



Lost Generation





Thank you.


